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Abstact
A long-standing macroeconomic issue is how monetary policy affects the real
economy. The lending view is that tight money affects aggregate demand by shifting
the supply schedule left in the bank loan market Previous studies have found that
loans contract following tight money. It is not clear whether the financial contraction
reflects a shift of the supply schedule or the demand schedule in the loan market.
However, this paper identifies the shifts of the demand and supply schedules in the
Australian loan market. By employing a variety of approaches this paper shows that
the lending view is not supported. Finally the paper examines features of Australian
bank behaviour which make the lending view less plausible.
Abstract
A longstanding macroeconomic issue is how monetary policy aects the
real economy The lending view is that tight money aects aggregate demand
by shifting the supply schedule left in the bank loan market Previous studies
have found that loans contract following tight money It is not clear whether
the nancial contraction reects a shift of the supply schedule or the demand
schedule in the loan market however This paper identies the shifts of the
demand and supply schedules in the Australian loan market By employing a
variety of approaches this paper shows that the lending view is not supported
Finally the paper examines features of Australian bank behaviour which make
the lending view less plausible

 Introduction
A longstanding and recurrent macroeconomic issue is how monetary policy aects
the real economy While standard macroeconomic models of aggregate demand have
granted a signicant role to money there have always been economists who have
stressed the importance of bank loans in the transmission process of monetary policy
Their views are collectively called the lending view In a nutshell the lending view
is that a monetary tightening aects aggregate demand by reducing the amount of
bank loans available to borrowers
A building block of the lending view is the theoretical work of Bernanke and
Blinder 	
 In an ISLM type model they show that draining bank reserves
reduces the amount of loanable funds forcing bankdependent borrowers to cut their
expenditures on investment For their model to be justied two necessary conditions
must be satised

One is that the central bank can aect the supply schedule of
bank loans by its monetary operation The other is that bank loans and open
market bonds are imperfect substitutes for some nonbank borrowers The rst
condition will be violated if banks substitute costlessly their sources of loanable
funds from deposits for instance to certicates of deposit In general nancial
innovation which Australia has undergone over the past two decades makes such
substitution easier for banks

On the other hand the second condition obviously

As the Bernanke and Blinder  model is an extension of the ISLM model sluggish price
adjustment is also implicitly assumed

In their study for the US for example Bernanke and Gertler 	 say 
In summary because

remains valid in Australia The Australian corporate sector makes little use of
direct forms of nancing At the end of September  for example the ratio
of outstanding shortterm securities issued by the private nonnancial corporate
sector 	A 
 billion to outstanding bank loans to the same sector 	A 
billion is 
 

As such there are many bankdependent borrowers in Australia
On balance it is not clear at this moment whether the lending channel of monetary
policy is important or not in Australia This paper aims to test the lending view
for Australia
Over the past decade a number of papers have resurrected the lending view in
the empirical literature 	mainly in the US context Nevertheless unambiguous
evidence for or against the view has rarely been provided Primarily this is be
cause bank loans and money are highly correlated Suppose one found that bank
loans contracted after a monetary tightening Then one would expect to observe a
decrease of money as well While the contraction of bank loans is consistent with
the lending view the decrease of money makes another interpretation plausible a
monetary tightening depresses aggregate demand through the conventional money
channel resulting in a leftward shift of the demand schedule for bank credit As
such the positive correlation between bank loans and money blurs the distinction
between the two alternative views Put dierently it is necessary to distinguish
of nancial deregulation and innovation the importance of the traditional bank lending channel
has most likely diminished over time

Figures are taken from Tables B and D of the Bulletin of the Reserve Bank of Australia

whether the credit contraction after a monetary tightening is largely due to an in
ward shift of the supply schedule or an inward shift of the demand schedule in the
bank loan market
In the next section the observational equivalence problem which is dubbed the
supplyversusdemand puzzle is discussed in more detail An empirical resolution
of the puzzle is the primary objective of this paper To deal with the problem a va
riety of approaches are employed The third section discusses those approaches As
will be shown shortly the results are not supportive of the lending view The fourth
section examines features of Australian bank behaviour which make the lending
channel of monetary policy transmission less important The fth section concludes
 The SupplyversusDemand Puzzle
A natural approach to testing the lending view is to examine the response of
bank credit to a monetary tightening In an inuential paper Bernanke and Blin
der 	

 estimate a vector autoregression 	VARmodel for the US over the period


 to 


 including the federal funds rate the unemployment rate the con
sumer price index 	CPI and bank balancesheet variables 	deposits securities and
loans all deated by the CPI

Under the assumption that an innovation to the
federal funds rate represents a monetary policy action of the Federal Reserve Bank
impulse response functions of the other variables are calculated Among others an

A VAR approach will be discussed in section 

important nding is that contraction of bank loans follows a positive innovation in
the funds rate
With Australian data the Bernanke and Blinder 	

 nding can be repro
duced To illustrate this a similar VAR is estimated with the federal funds rate
being replaced by the overnight cash rate The variables are in order the cash rate
the log levels of each of three bank balancesheet variables 	deposits securities and
loans all deated by the CPI the unemployment rate and the log of the CPI itself
Table  in the Appendix provides a description of the data In this paper the CPI
excluding housing is utilized 	see the Appendix for further discussion As a set of
identifying restrictions recursive structure is imposed on the system Two lags of
each variable are included Constant terms are also included The VAR is estimated
over the period 
Q to Q The beginning period reects the abolition of
monetary targeting in Australia 	see for example MacFarlane 


 The end of
the period is chosen to avoid possible problems caused by the introduction of the
goods and services tax 	GST in July  In what follows regressions are run over
the same period so long as the availability of data allows
Figure  shows the calculated impulse response functions of the bank balance
sheet variables and the unemployment rate to an innovation to the cash rate As
in the Bernanke and Blinder 	

 paper a positive innovation in the cash rate
is assumed to represent an unanticipated monetary tightening of the Reserve Bank
of Australia 	RBA Since the cash rate is the policy instrument of the RBA this
assumption may be justied Bank loans do not contract but expand slightly for

the rst three quarters following a monetary tightening Contraction of bank loans
is preceded by reduction in the holdings of public securities which may be inter
preted as indicating that banks hold public securities as a buer stock As shown in
Figure  however banks eventually reduce loans while rebuilding their holdings of
public securities Importantly the timing of contraction of loans coincides with the
timing of a rise of the unemployment rate This timing pattern is consistent with
the lending view that contraction of bank loans causes economic downturn
Figure  Responses to a Shock to the Cash Rate
Notes Unemployment rate is measured in per cent
The other variables are in logs and multiplied by 
A problem with the Bernanke and Blinder 	

 approach is that the results are
consistent with two alternative views namely the lending view and the money view

As shown in Figure  a fall of deposits 	ie money follows a monetary tightening
at the same timing as the contraction of bank loans Thus one can argue that a
monetary tightening depresses aggregate demand through the conventional money
channel resulting in decrease of demand for credit This observational equivalence
is called the supplyversusdemand puzzle 	Bernanke 

 p  To provide an
empirical resolution of the supplyversusdemand puzzle which is the main objective
of this paper a variety of approaches are employed in the next section
 Empirical Resolutions of the Puzzle
 A Conventional Approach
To deal with the supplyversusdemand puzzle Kashyap Stein and Wilcox 	


propose to examine responses of bank loans and alternative forms of credit to a
monetary tightening Their intuition is as follows If the lending channel of mone
tary policy transmission is operative the leftward shift of the supply curve of bank
loans will force borrowers to substitute from bank loans into other forms of credit
decreasing bank credit relative to nonbank credit On the other hand if mone
tary policy operates through the conventional money channel then the dampened
aggregate demand will shift the demand curve for all forms of credit right decreas
ing bank credit and nonbank credit alike Based on this intuition they dene the
mix variable of nonequity nance as the ratio of business bank loans to the sum
of business bank loans and commercial paper outstanding Their argument is that a

drop of the mix variable identies a leftward shift of the supply curve of bank loans
The Kashyap Stein and Wilcox 	

 denition of the mix variable is con
tentious however Commercial paper issuance is available only to large rms When
there is a certain type of heterogeneity in the nancial demand among borrowers
a drop of the mix variable does not necessarily mean an inward shift of the supply
schedule of bank loans It may reect a shift of the lenders funds from risky small
business or personal loans to safety commercial paper holdings This interpretation
makes sense so long as the large rms demand for credit increases 	presumably due
to reduction in the cash ows in the wake of tight money To circumvent this sort
of ambiguity Oliner and Rudebusch 	

 suggest that the denominator of the mix
variable should include all forms of nonbank sources of credit to borrowers
Following the Oliner and Rudebusch 	

 suggestion this paper denes the
mix variable as bank loans to the nonnancial private corporate sector divided by
nonequity nancial liabilities of the same sector In Australia there is a variety of
nonbank sources of credit At the end of March  for instance the composition
of the nancial liabilities for the private nonnancial corporate sector is summa
rized as in Table  Commercial paper is called a promissory note in the Australian
Bureau of Statistics publications Bonds are classied as longterm debt securi
ties Other accounts payable include trade credit and interest accruals This paper
considers three types of the mix variable The rst MIX
S
 is the ratio of bank
loans outstanding to shortterm nancial debt The second MIX
S
 is the ratio of
bank loans outstanding to total nancial debt including longterm debt securities

The thirdMIX
O
 includes trade credit in the denominator The movements of the
three mix variables are plotted in Figure 
Table 
Financial Liabilities for Private NonFinancial Corporations March 
Items  Billions
Loans and Placements 	L 
from Banks 	BL 
Bills of Exchange 	BE 

Promissory Notes 	PN 
Bonds 	B 
Other accounts payable 	O 
Ratio of bank loans
MIX
S
	 BL	LBE  PN 
MIX
T
	 BL	LBE  PN B 
MIX
O
	 BL	L BE  PN O 
Source Australian Bureau of Statistics Catalogue No  September 
Kashyap Stein and Wilcox 	

 investigate the response of the mix variable
after the Romer dates which Romer and Romer 	

 identify as the dates
on which Federal Reserve Bank shifted to tighter policy This identication was
achieved by reading the minutes of the Federal Open Market Committee In order


Figure  Ratio of Bank Loans to Financial Liabilities
	Private Nonnancial Corporate Sector
to follow the methodology changes in the policy stance of the Reserve Bank of
Australia 	RBA need to be dated Fortunately the RBA has ocially announced
the changes in its policy stance as reected in the level of the cash rate since
January 

 While the RBA does not make these data available prior to 


Dungey and Hayward 	 estimate the dates of changes in the policy stance
after January 
 their data series is plotted in Figure  Like the central banks
in other developed countries the RBA raises the shortterm interest rate a number
of times before lowering it again In this subsection the rst of the consecutive
series of hikes in the targeted level of the cash rate is regarded as the date of an
unanticipated monetary tightening As a consequence ve dates are identied as

the episodes of tight money  July 
  January 
  April 
  August


 and  November 


 Due to the availability of the data on the mix variables
however only the episodes of August 

 and November 


 are examined in this
subsection
To have a closer look at the movements in the mix variables around the dates of
tight money Figure  plots the deviations of the mix variables from their own sample
trends before and after the dates of tightening of money While the mix variables
fell after November 


 they increased after August 

 Such movements in
the mix variables provide an impression that monetary policy is irrelevant for the
composition of the nancial liabilities for the nonnancial corporate sector These
ndings contrast with those of Kashyap Stein and Wilcox 	

 who document
that the US mix variable fell after the Romer dates
To quantify the impact of monetary policy on the mix variable Kashyap Stein
and Wilcox 	

 regress a change in the mix variable on lags of itself and a
monetary policy indicator which takes the value one on the Romer date and zero
otherwise They also estimate the equation adding lags of GNP growth on the
righthandside in an attempt to control for cyclical factors that might aect the
mix variable In this subsection each of the three mix variables dened above
is regressed on lags of itself and a current and lagged monetary policy indicator
Due to the availability of the data on MIXs the whole sample is from 

Q to
Q As a monetary policy indicator this paper creates a dummyvariable which
equals one on the dates of tightening of money and zero otherwise Let MP denote

Figure  Changes in Ratio of Bank Loans to Financial Liabilities
	Deviation from Trend around Monetary Tightening
the dummy variable for tight money Then the following equation is estimated
MIX
j
t
 


p
X
i

i
MIX
j
ti

p
X
i

i
MP
ti
 e
t
 for j  S T  and O 	
where
MIX
j
t
MIX
j
t
MIX
j
t

The variables are dierenced to avoid problems caused by possible unit roots Equa
tion 	 is also estimated by including the current and lagged values of the log dif
ference of real GDP The regression is run for dierent numbers of lags two four
and six

Following the Kashyap Stein and Wilcox argument the null hypothesis

In each regression additive seasonal dummies and a dummy for a series break between Q
and Q are also included

for the lending view is formalized as follows

i
  for all i
Table  summarises the results In line with the impression from Figure 
we cannot reject the null hypothesis in any of the regressions at any conventional
signicance level A monetary policy indicatorMP  does not signicantly aect any
of the mix variables representing the nonequity nancing pattern of the private non
nancial corporate sector In other words the corporate sector does not substitute
away from bankcredit to nonbank credit even when the Reserve Bank of Australia
opts for a shift to tighter policy Obviously the lending view is not supported
The above approach may be subject to criticisms One is that dierence in size
between the hikes of the cash rate is not taken into account The increases of the
cash rate in August 

 and in November 


 are  percentage point and 
percentage point respectively Despite the  percentage point dierence the same
weights are given to MP for both periods Another one which seems more impor
tant is that MP may not be an appropriate indicator of an exogenous monetary
policy shock MP concerns only the dates when the RBA changes its targeted level
of the cash rate However it is not uncommon for a central bank to change the
targeted level of its policy instrument to accommodate developments in economic
conditions Such an accommodative change should be distinguished from exogenous
monetary policy shocks It is the latter with which we are concerned Nevertheless
MP makes no distinction between accommodative changes in the targeted level of

Table 
Causality Tests Between the MIX and a Monetary Policy Indicator
Dependent Variable MIX
S
MIX
T
MIX
O
pvalue
Lags  
excl real GDP 
  
incl real GDP   

Lags  
excl real GDP   
incl real GDP 
 
 

Lags  
excl real GDP   
incl real GDP  
 
Note The p value is the lowest signicance level at which the null
hypothesis can be rejected
the cash rate and exogenous monetary policy shocks
A conventional way to overcome the problem of identifying exogenous monetary
policy shocks is to adopt a VAR approach where an equation associated with the
policy instrument is interpreted as a reaction function of the central bank and hence
its residuals are regarded as exogenous monetary policy shocks For this reason
Oliner and Rudebusch 	

 investigate the mix variable in a macroeconomic VAR

model Taking into account the overparameterised nature of a VARmodel however
the sample period of the Australian mix variables may be too short

In addition
the sample of the MIXs include only two episodes of monetary tightening The
next subsection advocates an alternative VAR approach by introducing a variable
that enables us to identify the shifts of the demand and supply schedules in the
bank loan market
 An Alternative Approach A VAR model
In the empirical literature on the transmission mechanism of monetary policy 	par
ticularly in the US a vector autoregressions 	VAR approach has been extensively
employed over the past two decades A characteristic of this approach is that a
relatively small number of macroeconomic variables describe the dynamics of the
economy Let x
t
denote a vector containing the values that the variables of interest
assume at date t Then the economy is typically approximated by a system of linear

A macroeconomic VAR model was estimated from Q to Q including in order
the commodity price index the CPI real GDP the cash rate the exchange rate and the mix
variable MIX
S
 In order to secure meaningful degrees of freedom the number of lags was set to
two As in section  an innovation to the cash rate is interpreted as an unanticipated hike of the
cash rate The calculated impulse response functions show that MIX
S
does not drop in response
to a positive innovation to the cash rate Again the results are not supportive of the lending view
In the results however the price puzzle is evident The results are available from the author on
request

equations with constant terms and linear time trends being included
B

x
t
 k

 k

tB

x
t
    B
p
x
tp
 u
t
 	
with u
t
 iid N	D where D is a diagonal matrix In what follows this paper
also assumes that a linear model such as 	 describes the dynamics of the economy
x
t
usually includes the shortterm interest rate in a monetary VAR model as it
is a policy instrument of the monetary authority Given the estimated structural
model 	 a researcher simulates dynamic responses of the variables to a positive
innovation in the interest rate which is interpreted as an unanticipated monetary
tightening This has become a common practice in the recent Australian VAR
literature 	see for example Brischetto and Voss 


 Dungey and Fry  and
Dungey and Pagan 
	
Such simulated responses are called impulse response
functions and a major tool in the VAR approach
In section  it was shown that the nding of Bernanke and Gertler 	


that a decline of bank loans follows an unexpected rise of the federal funds rate
can be reproduced with the Australian data As explained earlier their nding is

As the debate between Rudebusch  and Sims  indicates however this common
practice may be contentious In the US literature an equation of the federal funds rate in a
VAR model is similarly given a structural interpretation as the reaction function of the Federal
Reserve Bank FRB Examining the information set of the FRB Rudebusch argues that a standard
equation of the funds rate does not correctly model the reaction of the Federal Reserve and that
the VAR approach is subject to issues such as time invariance linearity and variable selections
Regarding those issues as universal in macroeconomic modelling Sims criticises critiques made by
Rudebusch as unconstructive quibbles

consistent with the conventional money view as well as the lending view as it is
not clear whether the decline of loans is largely due to a leftward shift of the supply
schedule of loans or a leftward shift of the demand schedule for loans The primary
objective of this paper is to identify the shifts of the demand and supply schedules
in the Australian bank loan market
This paper proposes to embed the price and quantity of loans in a macroeconomic
VAR model By doing so empirical resolution of the supplyversusdemand puzzle
reduces to a problem like conventional simultaneous equation bias The intuition is
straightforward Suppose that a monetary tightening operated through the lending
channel shifting the supply curve of loans left from S to S

in Figure  Then one
would expect to observe a rise of the price and a decrease of the quantity so long
as the demand schedule lies between D

and D

 Similarly a leftward shift of the
demand schedule for loans which the conventional money view predicts would lead
to decreases of the price and the quantity Based on the intuition a VAR model is
constructed to test the lending view
The rst task is to choose a set of the variables to model Macroeconomic VAR
models typically include four variables output 	Y  price 	P  money 	M and the
interest rate 	R Those variables correspond to the variables in the standard ISLM
models The fourvariable VAR is known to produce puzzling results however A
notable one is the price puzzle which is the nding that a sustained rise of the price
level follows a positive innovation in an interest rate Sims 	

 estimates four
variable VARs for the G countries documenting the price puzzles He conjectures

SD
Q*
P*
Q
P
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Figure  Consequences of a leftward shift of the supply curve
that the price puzzle is found when a VAR model omits a variable	s observed by
the monetary authority which captures future inationary pressure Arguing that
the exchange rate 	XR and the commodity price 	CP  contain information on the
inationary pressure from overseas he shows that including the two variables can
often eliminate the price puzzle


It is now a common practice to include one of
these two variables or both in a monetary VAR model and Sims approach will be
followed in this paper This paper further expands the VAR by adding the loan price
	LP  and the loan quantity 	LQ The addition of the credit variables is justied by

There are exceptions Sims  shows that including the exchange rate and the commodity
price does not eliminate the price puzzle for France or Japan With respect to Japan Dungey
and Fry  and Suzuki  estimate models with dierent sample periods and included
variables conrming the persistence of the price puzzle

Bernanke and Blinder 	
s theoretical model As their model is an extension of
an ISLM model including the credit market it suggests that the dynamic interaction
among three markets 	goods money and credit be examined Thus a minimal set
of variables consists of prices and quantities in the three markets the exchange rate
and the commodity price In terms of the system equations 	
x

t
 	P
t
 Y
t
 R
t
M
t
 LP
t
 LQ
t
XR
t
 CP
t



The next task is to choose data to measure the eight variables P and Y are
conventionally measured by the log of CPI and the log of real GDP respectively M
is measured by the log of base money Base money is chosen in order to avoid possible
problems caused by high correlation between the money and credit aggregate The
cash rate is chosen for R as it is the policy instrument of the Reserve Bank of
Australia R is measured in per cent A positive innovation to R is interpreted as
an unanticipated monetary tightening XR is the log value of the Australian dollar
measured in the US dollars Therefore a rise in XR means an appreciation of the
Australian currency against the US currency CP is measured by the log of world
nonfuel commodity price index LQ is the log of loans and advances by Australian
banks The sources of these data are provided in the Appendix
Measuring LP is not straightforward A candidate for the loan price 	ie the
marginal cost of loans to borrowers is an interest rate on new loans Although data
on the weighted average interest rate on total credit are available from 

Q there
is no series available which gives the interest rate on new loans An alternative


candidate is the diusion index in the Survey of Industrial Trends conducted
by the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry 	ACCI and the Westpac
Banking Corporation Question b of the survey is Do you nd it is now harder
easier or the same as it was three months ago to get nance The diusion index
is calculated by subtracting the percentage of the rms answering Easier from the
percentage of those answering Harder Suppose that the marginal cost of loans
to borrowers rose due to a leftward shift of the supply curve of loans a rightward
shift of the demand curve for loans or both Then rms would nd it Harder to
get nance Consequently one would observe a rise of the diusion index As such
the marginal cost of loans to borrowers and the ACCIWestpac diusion index may
be positively correlated Data on the diusion index are available from 
Q In
addition to providing a longer time series of data the diusion index is expected
to capture nonprice components of the marginal cost of loans to borrowers such as
collateral For these two advantages the ACCIWestpac diusion index is utilized
to measure LP 	see Appendix for further discussion on the ACCIWestpac diusion
index
With the abovementioned data the structural model 	 is estimated over the
period 
Q to Q As mentioned in section  the beginning and the end of
the period reect the abolition of monetary targeting and the introduction of GST
respectively As the model is a simultaneous equation model identifying restrictions
are required For computational convenienceB

is restricted to be lower triangular
That is a recursive structure is imposed on the system The order of the variables

is CP  P  Y  M  R XR LP  and LQ XR is placed after R in order to capture
the immediate response of the exchange rate to an unanticipated change in the cash
rate The position of P is consistent with the Keynesian argument that prices adjust
slowly to the action of monetary policy The lag length p is set as two From the
estimated model impulse responses of the variables to a positive shock in R are
calculated For instance the impulse response function of LQ is
 LQ
ti
 u
R
t
for i       
where u
R
t
is a component associated with R in u
t

Condence intervals for the estimated impulse responses are also presented to
provide measures of their statistical reliability Since impulse responses are non
linear functions of coecients of a VAR model it is not straightforward to construct
condence intervals for impulse responses analytically In practice condence inter
vals for impulse responses are often numerically generated Following Runkle 	

this paper employs an approach based on bootstrapping

The procedure is as
follows First the model 	 is estimated and the estimated coecients and the
tted residuals are saved Then the residuals are reshued with replacement and
	
There are alternative methods to calculate the condence intervals of impulse response func
tions Among others Monte Carlo integration has been popular in the empirical literature because
it has been incorporated in a statistical package RATS Monte Carlo integration is the Bayesian
approach in a sense that a researcher has to specify a prior distribution of parameters of a VAR
model As the classical approach is adopted throughout this paper Monte Carlo integration is not
employed The results with error bands calculated by Monte Carlo integration are available from
the author on request

the articial data set is created using the estimated VAR as the true data generat
ing process In this paper a series of  such simulations are undertaken With
each of the  data sets the model is reestimated and the impulse response func
tions are calculated 
 condence intervals for the originally estimated impulse
response functions are inferred from the ranges that include 
 of the values for
the  simulated impulse responses
In each graph of Figure  the solid line and the dotted lines are the point
estimate of the impulse response function to a onestandarddeviation shock in the
cash rate and its 
 condence interval respectively A onestandarddeviation
shock to the cash rate is calculated as an increase of approximately  percentage
point A proxy for the loan price is measured in per cent Impulse responses of
the other variables measured in logs are multiplied by  so that the impulse
responses approximate the percentage change of those variables in response to a
 percentage point hike of the cash rate For instance the quantity of loans
is expected to increase by approximately  after a quarter in response to an
unanticipated  percentage point rise of the cash rate To ease comparison across
the graphs the same scale is employed
The upper two graphs in Figure  show eects of an unexpected hike of the
cash rate on price and output Impacts of a change in the cash rate on output
and price are clearly negligible The point estimate implies that real GDP falls by
nearly  in  quarters after an unanticipated  percentage point hike of
the cash rate Is the ineectiveness of monetary policy consistent with the results

Figure  Responses to a shock in the cash rate
Notes Loan Price is measured in per cent
The other variables are in logs and multiplied by 
of other Australian studies Dungey and Pagan 	 for instance estimate an
openeconomy VAR model over the period 
Q to 

Q The maximum
eect is a decline of nearly  in real GDP in the seventh quarter following an
unanticipated  percentage point hike in the cash rate

Although the response
of real GDP is signicant 	with a 
 condence interval in their analysis the
size of the response is small Brischetto and Voss 	


 similarly estimate a seven


An openeconomy VAR model will be discussed in the next subsection

variable VAR 	real GDP the CPI M the cash rate the exchange rate the world oil
prices and the US interest rate over the period 
Q to 

Q nding that
an unexpected  percentage point rise of the cash rate is followed by a decline of
approximately  in real GDP in  quarters The response of real GDP is not
signicant 	with a 
 condence interval in their analysis Gruen Romalis and
Chandra 	


 infer that the eect on output of a change in the shortterm interest
rate is larger They estimate a single equation model from 
Q to 

Q
regressing a quarterly change in the log of the Australian output on its own lags
current and lagged quarterly changes in the log of the US output and current and
lagged shortterm real interest rate Their nding is that a onepercentage point rise
in the shortterm real interest rate will eventually lead to a decline of nearly 
in the domestic output in  quarters
The centre two graphs of Figure  show how base money and the exchange
rate respond to a positive shock in the cash rate If a central bank raises the
shortterm interest rate money will have to fall as a consequence of its monetary
operation The left graph conrms that base money actually falls in response to
an unexpected hike of the cash rate The right graph is similarly consistent with
economic theory as the contraction in base money is associated with an appreciation
of the domestic currency Neither of those instantaneous responses is statistically
signicant however
As for the lending view the lower two graphs in Figure  are of central interest
These graphs indicate impacts on the loan market of an unexpected rise in the cash

rate In response to the hike of the cash rate the price and quantity of loans initially
increase In addition the initial positive responses of the price and quantity of loans
are signicant

These initial responses imply that the demand schedule for loans
shifts right Such a temporary rightward shift of the demand schedule for loans is
commonly found in the US literature Gertler and Gilchrist 	

 for instance
argue that US rms temporarily increase the demand for loans in order to smooth
reductions in their cash ows in the wake of tight money Their argument may apply
to the Australian case After a temporary increase the quantity of loans begins to
decrease Importantly the decrease in loans accompanies a fall of the loan price
This pattern of comovements implies that the decrease in loans is largely due to a
leftward shift of the demand schedule for loans As such the lower graphs show that
shifts of the demand curve for loans dominates uctuations in loans after a hike of
the cash rate in Australia Therefore the lending view is not supported
While the results shown in Figure  are not anomalous the model of this sub
section may be subject to a criticism it is not fully an openeconomy model even

More rigorously we can reject at the 	 not  signicance level the null hypotheses that
LQ
ti
u
R
t
  for i    and 
and that
LP
t
u
R
t
  for i  
where uR is a structural shock to the cash rate and LQ and LP are the quantity and the price of
bank loans respectively

though the exchange rate and the commodity price are included

Taking into
account the openness of the Australian economy however it would be better to
capture the interaction between the Australian economy and the rest of the world
explicitly For instance no one would deny that a change in the federal funds rate
in the US could aect the monetary policy action of the RBA The next subsection
expands the VAR model to the context of the open economy
 An open economy VAR model
Applying a closedeconomy model for the nonUS countries often results in puzzles
A notable one is the price puzzle arising when a sustained rise in the price level
follows a positive innovation in the shortterm interest rate The price puzzle might
suggest that an innovation in money rather than the shortterm interest rate should
be regarded as the monetary policy action 	see for example Eichenbaum 

 A
positive innovation in money is often followed by a rise of the interest rate however
This is known as the liquidity puzzle While including the exchange rate may resolve
the price puzzle it often results in the exchange rate puzzle  that a depreciation
of the domestic currency against the US dollar follows a positive innovation in

Another possible criticism is that a VAR approach deals with expansionary monetary policy
and contractionary monetary policy symmetrically Lim  argues that banks adjust their
loan and deposit rates at a faster rate during periods of monetary easings than during periods of
monetary tightenings This asymmetric behaviour of banks implies the possibility that impacts of
a monetary tightening may not be a mirror image of those of a monetary easing

the shortterm interest rate Kim and Roubini 	 estimate VAR models for
the nonUS G countries nding that the inclusion of the US interest rate can
eliminate these anomalous results Their modelling is applied to the Australian
studies Brischetto and Voss 	


 nd that the inclusion of the US interest rate
resolves those puzzles for the Australian VAR analysis
The US interest rate is not the only overseas variable which may aect a small
open economy In the open economy literature it has recently been becoming com
mon to model interdependence between economies In the rst attempt of its kind
Cushman and Zha 	

 estimate an open economy VAR model for Canada includ
ing the US industrial production the US consumer price index the federal funds
rate and the commodity price index in the US dollar as the overseas variables
In a similar spirit Dungey and Pagan 	 estimate a VAR model for Australia
treating the US as the rest of the world The set of US variables in their model
consists of GDP a real interest rate the terms of trade a measure of asset prices
and real exports Dungey and Fry 	 extend this modelling philosophy into a
three country model They estimate a three country VAR model treating the US
and Japan as the rest of the world to Australia Following these works this paper
estimates a VAR model for Australia treating the US as the rest of the world In
particular the US output the US price and the US interest rate are added to
the set of the variables in the previous subsection
The set of variables now consists of the domestic variables and the overseas
variables To reiterate the domestic variables are the log of price 	P  the log of

output 	Y  the log of money 	M the shortterm interest rate 	R the log of the
exchange rate 	XR the log of the quantity of bank loans 	LQ and the proxy for
the price of bank loans 	LP  The overseas variables are the log of the commodity
price 	CP  the log of the US price 	P
U
 the log of the US output 	Y
U
 the US
interest rate 	R
U
 Let x
t
denote an 	 x  vector containing the values that the
 variables assume at date t
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where x
o
and x
d
are the vectors of the overseas variables and domestic variables
respectively The structural model is again expressed by a linear model 	
Including the overseas variables inevitably makes the dimension of a VAR model
large To secure meaningful degrees of freedom it is not uncommon to restrict the
coecients of the domestic variables in the equations of the overseas variables to be
zero If the coecient matrices in the model 	 are partitioned conformably with
x
t
as
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the restriction is equivalent to
B
j

  for j       p 	
In other words the overseas variables are assumed to be blockexogenous to the
domestic variables The block exogeneity restriction is consistent with a prior that
Australia is a small open economy

The assumption of block exogeneity can be tested in a multivariate context of
Grangercausality For this purpose a reduced form model is estimated
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denote the following matrix
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The null hypothesis to test the restriction 	 is formulated as a general linear form
R	   	
where 	  vec	 The Wald test statistic for the null hypothesis 	 is constructed
as
W  T  	R	

	RZR



	R	! 	
where T and Z are the number of observations and a consistent estimator of covari
ance matrix of 	 respectively


As is well known however the conventional asymptotic theory is not applicable
to the Grangercausality test when series are integrated or cointegrated 	see Sims
Stock and Watson 

 In fact augmented DickeyFuller tests suggest that all
the data series except for LP are possibly integrated of order one or more

In
particular P and P
U
are suspected to be integrated of order two A simple way to
avoid the problem caused by unit roots is to follow the procedure proposed by Toda
and Yamamoto 	

 Their procedure is as follows If the true lag length of a
VAR is p then a 	p dthorder VAR is estimated where d is the maximal order of
integration that might occur in the process If the true lag length of a VAR is two
and the series are integrated of order one for instance a third order VAR should be
estimated They show that by adding the extra lags the standard Wald test statistic
applied to the Grangercausality test in the VAR is asymptotically valid and can be
evaluated in the usual way
To test the block exogeneity restriction the reduced form model 	 is estimated
over the period 
Q to Q Based on results of likelihood ratio tests p
is determined as two

The maximum number of integration of the variables is
assumed to be two Therefore a fourlag VAR is estimated Given the estimated
VAR the Wald test statistic is calculated as 
 with  degrees of freedom The
test statistic is suspiciously large however This might reect severeness of small

The results of augmented DickeyFuller tests are available from the author on request

The results of likelihood ratio tests for selecting the lag length is available from the author on
request

sample bias Sims 	
 for instance nds that in a VAR model small sample
bias makes likelihood ratios larger For this reason he proposes to replace the usual
likelihood ratio test statistic T 	log jD
R
j log jD
U
j with 	T k	log jD
R
j log jD
U
j
where D
R
and D
U
are the matrix of cross products of residuals of the restricted
model and the same matrix for the unrestricted model respectively T and k are
the number of observations and the number of coecients in each equation of the
unrestricted model respectively When T is small the dierence between the two
statistics can be large By analogy with his nding small sample bias is suspected
to aect the Wald test statistic If T is replaced with T  k in equation 	 the
Wald test statistic is reduced to 
 Nevertheless the Wald test statistic is still
large and block exogeneity is rejected at any conventional level of signicance
What does the rejection of block exogeneity mean While the restriction is con
sistent with a prior that Australia is a small open economy the rejection of block
exogeneity does not necessarily mean that Australia is not a small open economy
As is well known the Grangercausality test is related with the ability of a model
to forecast future values of a variable	s Suppose that there is an important lead
ing indicator of the US economy which is highly correlated with some Australian
variables in the model If the leading indicator is not included in the model the
Australian variables will improve the ability of the model to forecast future move
ments in the US variables In such a case Granger causality will be detected
from the Australian variables to the US variables even though uctuations in the
Australian variables do not cause those in the US variables in an economics sense

Given the rejection of block exogeneity the unrestricted elevenvariable VAR is
estimated The implied impulse response functions of the variables to a positive
shock in the cash rate are again calculated In each graph of Figure  the solid line
and the dotted lines are the impulse response function of each variable to a positive
shock in the cash rate and the 
 condence interval respectively The size of the
shock to the cash rate is onestandarddevation which is calculated as an increase of
approximately  percentage point in the cash rate The loan price is measured in
percentage point The other variables are in logs and multiplied by  so that the
impulse response functions approximate the percentage change of these variables in
response to an unexpected  percentage point hike of cash rate The same scale
is used for all the variables except for the loan price
In Figure  the upper two graphs imply that impacts on price and output
of a change in the cash rate are negligible The point estimate implies that the
maximum eect is a decline of nearly  in real GDP in the seventh quarter
following an unanticipated  percentage point rise of the cash rate The left of
the centre graphs shows that base money initially falls by nearly  in response
to an unexpected  percentage point hike of the cash rate The negative initial
response of base money is reasonable The right of the centre graphs shows that
the Australian dollar immediately appreciates by approximately  against the
US dollar following the same change in the cash rate Neither of the responses of
money and the exchange rate is signicant however These results are consistent
with those in the previous subsection

Figure  Responses to a cash rate shock 	the unrestricted model
Notes The loan price is measured in per cent
The other variables are in logs and multiplied by 
The lower two graphs in Figure  show that the lending view is again not sup
ported The quantity and price of loans initially increase As mentioned earlier this
pattern of comovements implies that the demand schedule for loans shifts outward
in response to a monetary tightening In the rst quarter after a positive innova
tion in the cash rate the quantity of loans increases while the price of loans falls
These movements of the price and quantity of loans contradict the lending view

that the supply schedule of loans shifts inward in response to a monetary tighten
ing Rather the results imply that Australian banks accommodate the temporarily
increased demand for loans
Figures  and  are similar to each other This might suggest that the US
variables may have no power to improve forecasting movements in the Australian
variables Following the Toda and Yamamoto 	

 procedure the null hypothesis
that the coecients of the US variables are zero in the equations of the Australian
variables and CP is tested The Wald test statistic is 
 with  degrees of
freedom This is again suspiciously large After correcting for the small sample
bias the Wald test statistic is reduced to  Nevertheless the null hypothesis
cannot be rejected at any conventional signicance level
For the purpose of robustness check the structural model 	 with the block
exogeneity restriction 	 is also estimated over the same period using the same data
The calculated impulse response functions are shown in Figure  The initial positive
response of loans is no longer signicantly dierent from zero It is signicant at
 however

The responses of the quantity and loans are similar to those of the
previous models Therefore the lending view is not again supported The responses
of the other variables are also consistent with those calculated from the restricted
model

This means that a similarly calculated  condence interval lies above zero at the initial
three quarters

Figure  Responses to a cash rate shock 	the restricted model
Notes The loan price is measured in per cent
The other variables are in logs and multiplied by 
 Banking Behaviour
As shown so far loans initially expand when money is tightened It is also shown
that the positive response of loans accompanies a rise of the marginal cost of bank
loans to borrowers Therefore the previous section concludes that the initial positive
response of bank loans is due to an outward shift of the demand schedule in the bank
loan market This is consistent with the argument of Gertler and Gilchrist 	



that rms temporarily increase demand for loans to smooth reductions in their cash
ows in the wake of tight money Then a question arises How can Australian
banks accommodate the change in the demand schedule for bank loans when the
Reserve Bank of Australia tightens money
In the US context Bernanke and Blinder 	

 emphasize the role of banks
security holdings in mitigating impacts of tight money on their supply schedule of
loans Due to the contractual nature of bank loans banks cannot immediately cut
their supply of loans Therefore banks reduce their security holdings in the wake
of tight money This argument seems to apply to Australian banks Figure  in
section  shows that deposits do not immediately fall in response to a hike in the
cash rate When loans begin to fall deposits also begin to fall In contrast a fall of
security holdings immediately follows a hike of the cash rate The security holdings
recover as deposits fall These movements imply that Australian banks use their
security holdings as buer stock
By adjusting their liabilities banks may be able to accommodate the temporarily
increased demand for loans after a monetary tightening Romer and Romer 	


argue that US banks raise funds by issuing the certicates of deposit 	CD when
the Federal Reserve Bank tightens money To examine whether their argument holds
for Australia or not a VAR model is estimated over the period 

Q to Q
including the cash rate two components of bank liabilities 	deposits and CDs both
deated by the CPI the unemployment rate and the CPI itself Deposits CDs and

the CPI are in logs

Two lags of each variable are included Constant terms are
also included Figure  shows the impulse response functions of the unemployment
rate and bank liabilities to a positive innovation in the cash rate Clearly CDs
decrease in response to a monetary tightening Thus the Romers argument does
not hold for the Australian case
Figure  Responses to a Shock to the Cash Rate
Notes Unemployment rate is measured in per cent
CDs and Deposits are in logs and multiplied by 
Another feature of Australian bank behaviour which may insulate the supply
schedule of bank loans from impacts of tight money is their borrowing from overseas
Australian banks have continuously increased borrowings from overseas over the

The data on CDs are available from Q

past two decades The ratio of Australian banks foreign currency liabilities to
their total liabilities grew from 
  in October 
 to 
  in June 
A VAR is estimated over the period 
Q to Q including 	in order the
cash rate three bank balancesheet variables 	deposits foreign currency liabilities
and loans all deated by the CPI the unemployment rate and the CPI itself
	
Two lags of each variables are included Constant terms are also included Except
for the cash rate and the unemployment rate all the variables are in logs and
multiplied by  The calculated impulse response functions of the unemployment
rate and bank balancesheet variables to an innovation in the cash rate are shown in
Figure 
 After an initial fall foreign currency liabilities clearly increase in response
to a monetary tightening The timing of the increase of foreign currency liabilities
coincides with the timing of the expansion of loans even though foreign currency
liabilities continue to accumulate for two quarters after loans begin to decrease
Therefore we may conclude that Australian banks accommodate an outward shift
of the demand schedule for bank loans by borrowing from overseas when money is
tightened
In summary Australian banks can cancel out impacts of monetary tightening on
their supply schedules of loans by decreasing their security holdings and increasing
foreign currency liabilities These features of Australian bank behaviour make the
lending channel of monetary policy transmission less important

The data on foreign currency liabilities are available from 	Q

Figure 
 Responses to a Shock to the Cash Rate
Notes Unemployment rate is measured in per cent
The other variables are in logs and multiplied by 
 Conclusion
In the empirical literature on the lending channel of monetary transmission previous
VAR research has found that bank loans contract following a monetary tightening
in the US economy This paper nds that this is true of the Australian case The
contraction of bank credit is consistent with the lending view as well as the money
view however It is not clear whether the contraction is due to a leftward shift of
the supply curve of bank loans or a leftward shift of the demand curve for bank
loans This is called the supplyversusdemand puzzle


To identify shifts of the demand and supply schedules in the bank loan market
Kashyap Stein and Wilcox 	

 examine the behaviour of bank credit and non
bank credit before and after a monetary tightening For this purpose the mix
variables of nonequity nance are constructed as the ratios of bank loans outstand
ing borrowed by the private nonnancial corporate sector to the nancial liabilities
for the same sector According to the Kashyap Stein and Wilcox argument a fall
of the mix variable after a monetary policy identies a leftward shift of the supply
curve of bank loans However this paper nds that the mix variables did not signi
cantly fall after dates when the Reserve Bank of Australia changed its policy stance
reected in the targeted level of the cash rate to a tighter policy The ndings are
not supportive of the lending view
While the Kashyap Stein and Wilcox 	

 approach is intuitively agreeable
it has a problem namely the identication problem of exogenous monetary policy
shock They utilize the Romer dates when the central bank appears to have opted
for a shift to tighter policy To follow this approach this paper utilizes the data on
the targeted level of the cash rate By doing so however the distinction between an
accommodative change in the targeted level of the policy instrument and an exoge
nous monetary policy shock is ignored It is the latter with which we are concerned
A conventional way to overcome this problem is to adopt a VAR approach The
data on the nancial liabilities for the private noncorporate sector in Australia are
too short to use in a macroeconomic VAR model however Therefore an alternative
approach is required for the Australian study

This paper adopts the VAR approach by introducing a variable which enables us
to identify the shifts of demand and supply schedules in the bank loan market Under
the assumption that the price and quantity of bank loans are jointly determined in
the market embedding the price of bank loans reduces the supplyversusdemand
puzzle to a problem like a conventional simultaneous equation bias As a proxy for
the price 	ie the marginal cost of bank loans to borrowers the diusion index of
the ACCIWestpac survey is utilized The diusion index is expected to capture the
nonprice component of the marginal cost of bank loans 	such as collateral as well
The impulse response functions show that bank loans contract with a certain
lag after a monetary policy but that it is driven by a leftward shift of the demand
schedule for bank loans As to the immediate impact of a monetary tightening on
the bank loan market the results show that bank loans expand after a monetary
policy and that it is due to a rightward shift of the demand schedule for bank loans
As such the lending view is again not supported The impulse response functions
also show that the impact of monetary policy on output is small
Taking into account the openness of the Australian economy the VAR model is
extended by modelling the interaction between the US and Australia A prior that
Australia is a small open economy is consistent with the restriction that the overseas
variables are block exogenous to the Australian variables The block exogeneity
restriction is statistically tested and rejected As mentioned earlier however the
rejection of block exogeneity does not deny that Australia is a small open economy
The open economy VAR also does not support the lending view

Noteworthy is the nding that the demand schedule for loans initially shifts out
ward in response to an unexpected hike of the cash rate The last section discusses
the factors which may enable Australian banks to accommodate the temporarily
increased demand for loans in the wake of tight money Australian banks cancel out
impacts of monetary policy on their supply schedules of loans by decreasing their
security holdings That is securities are held for a buer stock purpose Australian
banks also increase foreign currency liabilities in response to an unanticipated hike
in the cash rate The increase in foreign currency liabilities can be used for accom
modating the temporarily increased demand for loans These may be features of
Australian bank behaviour which make the lending channel of monetary policy less
important In contrast to the US case Australian banks do not increase the CD
issuance when money is tightened
Appendix
Table  summarises the data used for the Bernanke and Blinder 	

 type VAR
models in sections  and  The data on the CPI are extracted from the dX data
The data on certicates of deposit are from the Australian Bureau of Statistics
	ABS catalogue No  All the other data are taken from the Bulletin statistics
of the Reserve Bank of Australia 	RBA
Some mention has to be made of the construction of the CPI The ABS incor
porated mortgage interest charges and consumer credit charges into the component

Table 
Data for Sections  and 
Variable Source Table
Cash rate 	 am call RBA F
CPI excluding housing ABS 

Unemployment rate RBA G
Deposits repayable in Australia RBA B
Public sector securities RBA B
Loans advances and bills held RBA B
Bank certicates of deposit ABS 
Foreign currency liabilities RBA B
of the CPI 	for all groups between 
Q and 

Q The inclusion of interest
charges makes the CPI unsuitable for evaluating monetary policy as changes in the
policy instrument mechanically result in movements in the CPI For this reason the
CPI excluding housing is used
The data used for the VAR models in section  and  are summarised in
Table  The CPI is the same as the one used in sections  and  Data sources are
either the International Financial Statistics of the International Monetary Fund or
the Bulletin statistics of the RBA except for the data on the proxy for loan prices
In order to capture the eects of a monetary tightening on the activity of the

Table 
Data for Sections  and 
Variable Source CodeTable Abbreviation
Commodity price index 	nonfuel IMF AXD CP
Exchange rate 	US per A IMF 
AG XR
CPI excluding housing ABS 
 P
Real GDP RBA G
 Y
Money base RBA D M
Cash rate 	 am call RBA F R
Loans and advances by banks RBA D LQ
Proxy for the loan price ACCI " Westpac Q b LP
US real GDP IMF 

BVR Y
U
US CPI IMF  P
U
US federal funds rate IMF B R
U
private nonnancial corporate sector one might suggest that real GDP should be
replaced with the industrial production Reading various issues of the International
Financial Statistics of the IMF however one can notice that the data on the indus
trial production are frequently revised and that these revisions are often substantial
This means that the recent data on the industrial production are likely to contain
signicant measurement errors Given the small size of the sample using the data

with measurement errors seems undesirable For this reason this paper uses real
GDP rather than the index of industrial production
As mentioned in the text this paper utilises the diusion index in the Survey
of Industrial Trends conducted by the Australian Chamber of Commerce and In
dustry 	ACCI and the Westpac Banking Corporation as a proxy for the marginal
cost of loans to borrowers A potential problem with the ACCIWestpac diusion
index arises from the fact that it omits information provided by the rms answering
Same Suppose that  of the rms answered Harder and  answered Eas
ier Then the diusion index is calculated as  The same value of the diusion
index is obtained for instance if  of the rms answer Harder and no rm
answers Easier As such any particular value of the diusion index is consistent
with an innite number of dierent survey results To check if this problem is ev
ident or not Figure  plots the percentages of the rms answering Harder and
Easier against the resulting diusion index Roughly speaking there are nearly
onetoone relationships from the percentages of the rms answering Harder and
Easier to the diusion index In this sense the diusion index may correctly
provide information about the loan market

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